
Looking for an AFFORDABLE & RELIABLE solution to help you manage tables as well as online and phone-in reservations for 
your restaurant?
Khamu solutions offers a web application that gives you the benefits of taking reservations from your own website, managing 
your tables in the restaurant using either a PC or a tablet while enjoying the back-end benefits of reports and analytics on your 
incoming guest data.
Easy to navigate & mobile friendly with plenty of features that are sure to streamline your restaurant's operation.
Just pay a setup fee and a monthly maintenance fee regardless of how many reservations you handle.

KulaNOW
Web-Based Table Management &
Online Reservations Application

Khamu Solutions, LLC
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                                                   FEATURES

User Friendly Interface KulaNow is built with your staff in mind. When you're in the middle of a rush, you need your table 
management system to be intuitive and fast. We've designed a responsive user interface that is as easy to learn as it is reliable. 

Comprehensive Table Management Tools  Make reservations for small and large parties, quickly change your 
table's status and stay informed up-to-the-minute of what's happening in your restaurant. Our extensive customization allows you to 
manage your tables however you'd like. If you want to know when a table is being bussed, or if only a part of the table's reservation 
has arrived, you can easily customize KulaNow to display as much or as little information as you need.

Reports & Analytics Reports & analytics help you track your business and get a better understanding of your flow of service. 
Make informed staffing desicions to better accomodate your guests using the data that KulaNow provides.
Built For Your Budget  Unlike other systems, KulaNow delivers maximum functionality with an affordable price tag. Whether 
you're handling 20 reservations, or 400, you only pay for setup and a low monthly maintenance fee.

SMS/Text Notification Send your guests who opt in a text message when their table is ready. 

Customization  Our software is built to accomodate. Easily change your table layout, server sections, table maintenece             
parameters, guest tracking, table status, and more. You know what's best for your restaurant, we just provide the tools you need to get 
there.
Easily Track Walk-Ins If you have a busy bar, special events, or just don't prefer to collect your guest's information, KulaNow 
allows you to quickly track walk-ins, manage their tables, and gather specific data on your walk-in count through reports and analytics. 

Online Reservation Integration We will design an online reservation page for your website using your branding and our 
design expertise for your customers to easily reserve tables online. Reservations made online will immediately sync with KulaNow, 
making the process of reserving tables a breeze for your guests, and for you. Simply add a link to this page from your website and you 
are ready to take online reservations.
Save Important Guest Notes  Guests take note when you anticipate their needs. It demonstrates a high level of care and 
attention to detail. Something like remembering a favorite wine or appetizer can turn your repeat guests into regulars. Our online   
reservation page also allows guests to indicate special occasions, giving you time to prepare special plates or table decorations to 
show why you're the best in the business. 
Custom Waitstaff Profiles Create and save profiles for your waitstaff to easily assign and customize table sections.  
Configurable color codes for each employee profile give you a quick and detailed overview of who is in what section, allowing            
management to quickly respond to issues as they arise, and making table rotations easier for hosts. 
24/7 Support Should any issues arise, our dedicated support staff is there for you 24/7 via our toll-free support line. When you 
contact support, you'll quickly experience the high level of customer support that sets Khamu Solutions apart from the competition. 
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